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Abstract
To meet the demands of organisations and their ever changing environment, information systems are
required which are able to evolve to the same extent as organisations do. Such a system has to support
changes of all time- and application-dependent aspects. In this paper, requirements and a conceptual
framework for evolving information systems are presented. This framework includes an architecture for
such systems, and a revision of the traditional notion of update. Based on this evolutionary notion of update (recording, correction, and forgetting) a state-transition-oriented model on three levels of abstraction
(event level, recording level, correction level) is introduced. Some examples are provided to illustrate the
conceptual framework for evolving information systems.

1 Introduction
Due to the dynamic behaviour of organisations, and their environment, organisations have to deal with
rapidly changing information needs. Given the fact that information is gradually becoming a production
factor of more and more importance, it becomes crucial to have information systems which can easily be
adapted to the same extent as these information needs change. However, organisations are increasingly
faced with the problem of obsolete information systems. As a result, information needs are not met, not
adequately met, or not met in time. The absence or overdue arrival of correct information makes adequate
management impossible and rightly irritates the user. Besides the problem of the indadequate supply of
information, the rise of automation costs (with regard to development, production and maintenance) is also
increasingly causing concern ([VW91]).
Thus, in order to cope with rapidly evolving application domains, information systems are needed
which are more flexible than the current generation of information systems are. These information systems,
which are able to evolve on-line, are called evolving information systems ([FOP92a], [FOP92c]). A further
requirement for evolving information systems is, that they do not forget any information ever fed to them
(unless they are explicitly asked to do so).
This paper discusses the need, the requirements, and a conceptual framework for a generalized evolving
information system. This framework for evolving information systems includes fundamental concepts, and
an architecture for such systems, in which a distinction is made between a part which is both applicationindependent and time-invariant, and a part which is not. The description of the first part is contained in
the meta model, while the latter part is described in the application model. The conceptual framework as
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presented in this paper, forms the basis for the meta model for such a generalized evolving information
system. This meta model deals with all conceptual aspects of evolution. In this paper the meta model
and the corresponding specification language(s) are assumed to be stable. Changes are restricted to the
application model only. Conform the terminology introduced in [OHFB92] this means that in this paper we
restrict ourselves to information systems supporting first-order evolution. Second-order evolution involves
changes of the meta model. This becomes particularly important for large organizations with various sorts
of applications, in which furthermore new sorts of applications may become necessary from time to time.
The need for the support of evolution in information systems has already been recognized by others.
However, most of them restrict themselves to evolution of only part of the application model, eg. schema
evolution ([MS90], [Ari91], [Rod91]). In [MS90] a relational algebra is presented in which relational
tables are allowed to evolve, e.g. change their arity. In this paper, we take a more conceptual approach
to evolution of information systems. Furthermore, we do not restrict evolution to the data model (and its
population) only. Others discuss support of evolution by version management (eg. [BCG + 87], [Kat90],
[JMSV92]). The existence of versions assumes a series of replacements of system versions by new ones,
thus allowing interruption of the organization processes. In our evolving information systems, however,
only one system version exists at any time, capturing the complete history of information recorded as well.
Updates of any part of the application model in this system have to be performed on-line.
In our approach to evolving information systems, there is no essential difference between the development phase of an information system, and the operation and maintenance phase. Our evolving information
systems approach is characterized by an iterative life cycle having the length of the organisation’s existence. Starting from an empty system, the application model of the system is built up and maintained
by processing update requests. These update requests are caused by changes in the organisation and/or
changes in the (user) requirements. This evolving information systems approach distinguishes itself from
other approaches by making no essential difference between development and operation and maintenance
phase, and the additional requirement that adjustments of the information system have to be made without
the need to interrupt any processes in the organisation.
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Figure 1: Evolving Information Systems approach
A major consequence of the requirements for evolving information systems, is that the notion of time
has to be introduced in the meta model. Even more, at least two distinct notions of time have to be
distinguished. Events occuring in the organisation will have to be recorded together with their time of
occurence (the event time). In order to be able to perform corrections, a roll-back operator is needed
(see section 3). This roll-back operator enables us to restore a former state of the information system.
To accomplish this, the point of time at which recordings of events take place in the information system
are needed. These point of times are called the recording time of events. Our notion of event time and
recording time is identical to the notions of valid time, and transaction time, respectively, in [SA86]. The
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reason for the renaming is that the new names correspond better to the three level architecture we will
introduce in section 3. The classification of information systems which is made in [SA86] is based on the
basis of support of valid and transaction time. Conform this classification (which distinguishes snapshot-,
historical-, rollback-, and temporal systems), evolving information systems are temporal systems because
of the fact that both valid and transaction time are supported. However, it should be noted that not all
temporal systems are evolving information systems. As we have seen in this section, evolving information
systems have to meet additional requirements.

2 The Architecture for Evolving Information Systems
In this paper, information systems are considered to be information systems in which the only actor performing information processing activities is computerized. This computerized actor is called the information processor. The restriction to a computerized actor performing information system processing activities,
corresponds to what has been defined in [Ver89] as an information system in the narrower sense ‘IS(N)’.
In this section, a general architecture for information systems is presented (see also [FOP92a], [FOP92c]),
by means of which the distinction between traditional and evolving information systems is explained.
The information processor in an information system accepts input messages (requests), which may
reflect changes of a state (events) in the universe of discourse, triggering the information processor to
perform activities. As a result of these activities, the information processor may produce output messages
(responses). These output messages are received in turn by the universe of discourse, which is embedded
in the environment of the information system.
In an information system, the description of that part which is consulted by the information processor
to process user requests, is called the processing model. (The description of the user requests themselves is
not considered to be part of the processing model). The processing model can be divided into a part which
describes a particular universe of discourse, the application model, and a part which describes the language
(technique) in which this application model is specified and can be manipulated. The latter part is the meta
model, and provided in a particular information system once and for all. Conversely, the application model
must be built up and maintained for each new application.
The building-up and maintenance of an application model is done by the information processor, which
acts on, or reacts to events in the universe of discourse (after receiving input messages) by consulting
both the meta model and application model. Thus, unlike the meta model, the application model is not only
input, but also output of the activities of the information processor. Besides update of the application model,
information can be retrieved from the application model as well. Messages are correspondingly classified
into update and retrieval messages. The language for formulating such messages in an information system
are based on the meta model of that particular information system. The architecture discussed is depicted
in figure 2.
An application model can be subdivided further. On the one hand, we need a model of that part of
the perceived world (universe of discourse) where the interaction between the information system and the
environment is about. This model is called the world model. Many techniques for describing world models
distinguish in their language an information structure, a set of constraints defined upon the information
structure, and a population of the information structure, conforming to these constraints (eg Entity Relationship Modelling ([Che76]), NIAM ([NH89], [Win90]) or PSM ([HW93], [HPW92]).
On the other hand, rules are needed which determine the actions of the information processor. These
rules are specified in what is called the action model. The action model can be subdivided into a part
that specifies activities - we call it the activity model - and a part that describes the (trigger-) relations
between the activity model and the world model. We will refer to this latter part as behaviour model. In the
behaviour model the relationship between events in the universe of discourse and the activities performed
by the information processor in the information system is described. In other words, the behaviour model
contains the description of when activities, under which conditions, and what activities should be performed
by the information processor, whereas the activity model specifies how these activities should be performed.
Examples of modelling techniques for the activity and behaviour model are Data Flow Diagrams ([GS86])
the A-schemas in ISAC ([LGN81]), or Task Structures ([HN93], [WHO92]). The subdivision of the proces
model, is illustrated in figure 3.
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Figure 2: An (Evolving) Information System and its Environment
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Figure 3: The Structure of the Processing Model
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It is only obvious, that the world model should provide a unified conceptual model of the application.
Recently, some unified conceptual modelling techniques have been proposed, such as Telos ([JMSV92]),
and TMT ([Hof93]). TMT is an integration of the data modelling technique PSM, and the Task Structures
activity modelling technique.
Example 2.1 To illustrate the subdivision of processing models, a possible subdivision of the processing
model of an information system supporting the calculation and registration of scholarships for Dutch students is presented. In the Netherlands, every student receives a scholarship from the government. The
height of this scholarship depends on the fact whether students live on their own or with their parents, the
income of the parents, and also the amount of their extra earnings.
In figure 4 three different modelling techniques are used for describing the application model of this
universe of discourse. The world model part is described in an Entity-Relationship modelling technique,
the activity model part uses A-schema’s of ISAC ([LGN81]), whereas Event Decomposition Diagrams of
Yourdon ([You89]) are used for describing the behaviour model part. The language(s) used for specification
of the application model are based on the meta model of the information system. Though we can use the
same techniques for describing its meta model, in figure 4 the (partial) meta model is described in another
modelling technique (NIAM [NH89]).
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Figure 4: The processing model for the Dutch Scholarship Information System
On the basis of this architecture, the distinction between a traditional information system and an evolving information system can be explained more specifically. In a traditional information system, in which
the schema vs. instance dichotomy ([BF91]) is applied, only the instances can be updated. That is, schema
specifications, as well as activity and behaviour specifications (which are usually hidden in programming
procedures), cannot be updated in traditional information systems. The intention of an evolving information system, however, is that the complete application model is updatable.
In the scholarship system example, the need for update of all specifications in the application model
is apparent, as the laws of the scholarship system in the Netherlands appear to change frequently. For
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instance, due to subsequent cuts in the total budget, maximum study time has been increasingly limited
over the last few years. Another illustrative example of an evolving application domain, is provided in
section 4. A more detailed, and formal, treatise of the notion of schema evolution can be found in [PW93].
Given a meta model for evolving information systems, a software environment for these evolving information systems can be developed which is time-invariant and independent of any universe of discourse.
Such an environment is called an evolving information system shell (EIS-shell). Application models describing different domains can be ‘plugged’ into the EIS-shell. Furthermore, an EIS-shell has to be designed in such a way that it is independent of any software environment, i.e. independent of any database
mananagement system and/or operating system.

3 Update in Evolving Information Systems
In [FOP92a] and [FOP92c] a conceptual framework for update in evolving information systems has been
introduced. This framework has been formalised in [FOP92b]. In this section, the framework is explained
and illustrated by means of our running example.
First of all, the notion of update in evolving information systems is summarized. The traditional notion
of update, viz. addition, deletion, and modification is replaced by an evolutionary one which is based on
the possible causes for update requests rather than internal database operations. Three kinds of updates
are distinguished, viz. recording, correction and forgetting. Recording of an event is the processing of an
update request caused by a change of state in the universe of discourse. Update requests are formulated in
a language which is based on the meta model of the system. They are communicated to the system by the
user.
During the operation phase of the system incorrect recordings may take place. These incorrect recordings are caused by accidental mistakes in the formulation of update requests, or due to incorrect or incomplete information available to the users. Incorrectnesses of these kind can only be detected by empirical
validation. An information system reflects an organisation correctly, if and only if there exists an isomorphism between the states in the information system and the states in the organisation system being
modelled. The order in which the events occured in the organisation has to be preserved by this mapping
([FOP92a]). The order of processing update requests is of importance because of possible interrelationships between events (as will also be shown in our example). For that reason, whenever it is detected that
this constraint is violated, a correction should take place. To accomplish this correction, an operator has
been introduced which retrieves a former state. This operator is called the roll-back operator. The use of
this roll-back operator is explained in one of the following subsections.
Based on this notion of update, a conceptual framework is presented which distinguishes different
types of state transitions on different levels of abstraction in the context of update in evolving information
systems. The levels distinguished are called the event level, the recording level, and the correction level,
respectively. State transitions on the event level take place due to events occuring in the organisation, state
transitions on the recording level are caused by recordings of these events, whereas corrections of previous
recordings cause state transitions on the correction level.

3.1 The event level
It is generally assumed that the universe of discourse described in an information system, contains a set of
stable states, and that there are a number of actions that result in a change of state (state transitions) (see eg
[HW93]). The states and state transitions in a universe of discourse are modelled in an information system.
The state of an organisation at a particular point of time is modelled by a set of modelling constructs which
we call application model elements. This set of application model elements constitute the application model
state. Note that the types of application model elements (eg. objects, entities, relationships, activities,
events, triggers etc.) are dependent on the used modelling technique.
A state transition in the organisation is modelled in the information system by means of a transition of
the application model state. A transition of an application model state can include more than one elementary
transition of an application model element. The elementary transitions involved in a particular application
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model state transition depend on the trigger relationships between the elementary transitions invoked by
the transition in the organisation.
A transition in the organisation taking place at a particular point of time is called an (organisational)
event. The point of time at which such an event occurs in the organisation, is called the event time of that
event. These events are considered to occur on the organisational level ([FOP92a]). The corresponding
transitions in the information system are considered to occur on the so-called event level. A sequence of
these application model state transitions is called an application model history (see figure 5).
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Figure 5: Application Model State (AMS) transitions on the event level

Example 3.1 To illustrate our conceptual framework for update we now continue our example of the Dutch
Scholarship Information System. First of all, the application model is specified in a more detailed way.
World Model:
The information structure of our universe of discourse can be specified in LISA-D ([HPW93]) as follows:
• ENTITY-TYPE Student, Amount, Residence
• LABEL-TYPE Residence-status HAS-DOMAIN {‘Parents’,‘Independent’}
• BRIDGE-TYPE Residence HAS Residence-status
• FACT-TYPE Scholarship:(getting-scholarship: Student, being-scholarship-of: Amount),
• FACT-TYPE Earnings:(having-earnings: Student, being-earnings-of: Amount)
• FACT-TYPE Living:(living-at: Student, being-residence-of: Residence)
• FACT-TYPE Parental-income:(having-parents-with: Student, being-parental-income-of: Amount)
Behaviour Model:
There are some rules concerning the calculation of a student’s scholarship. One of them is, that when you
live with your parents you receive Dfl 300, wheras you receive Dfl 400 when you live on your own. Another
rule states that the scholarship is cut whenever you have some extra earnings above a certain amount
(200). This can be specified in the behaviour model as follows:
•

WHEN BIRTH(Student s living-at Residence r)
IF r =‘Parents’
THEN
CREATE(Student s getting-scholarship Amount 300)
ELSE
CREATE(Student s getting-scholarship Amount 400)
FI

•

WHEN BIRTH(Student s having-earnings Amount y)
IF y > 200 AND Student s getting-scholarship Amount z
THEN ReduceScholarship(s,y,z)

Activity Model:
The way how the scholarship is reduced in case of extra earnings above Dfl 200 is specified in the activity
model as follows:
•

ACTIVITY ReduceScholarship (s,y,old)
BEGIN new := old − 0.75 ∗ (y − 200)
CHANGE (Student s getting-scholarship Amount old)
INTO (Student s getting-scholarship Amount new)
END
7

From now on the history of a student called Jim is observed. From the information we obtained from
the environment two events concerning Jim’s scholarship has occured. The first event is that Jim started
living at his own at January 1st 1990. The second event says that one year later Jim found a job providing
him extra earnings of Dfl 300. The application model history caused by these events can be derived from
figure 5 by using the following substitutions:
• e1=(BIRTH(‘Jim’ living-at ’Independent’) AT 01/01/90)
• e2=(BIRTH(‘Jim’ having-earnings 300) AT 01/01/91)
• t1=01/01/90
• t2=01/01/91
• AMS0 ={initial state}
• AMS1 =AMS0 ∪ FACT(‘Jim’ living-at ’Independent’)
∪ FACT(‘Jim’ getting-scholarship 400)
• AMS2 =AMS1 ∪ FACT(‘Jim’ having-earnings 300)
− FACT(‘Jim’ getting-scholarship 400)
∪ FACT(‘Jim’ getting-scholarship 325)
Note that Jim’s scholarship had been reduced from 400 (living independently) to 325 (being: 400 − 0.75 ∗
(300 − 200)) because of his extra earnings. The substitutions in figure 5 for our example result in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Application Model History for our example

3.2 The recording level
A second level is introduced on which state transitions take place: the recording level. Whenever an
event occurs in the organisation, it should be communicated to the information system by means of an
update request. The processing of this update request, called the recording of an event, should result in
an appropriate state transition in the information system. The point of time at which the recording of an
event takes place in the information system, is called the recording time of that event. The resulting state
transition is more than a single transition of an application model state; it can be seen as a transition of
the complete application model history which modelled the history of the organisation up to the occurence
of the newly recorded event. A sequence of these application model history transitions due to successive
recordings is called an application model recording history. Such an application model recording history
reflects both the events occurring in the organisation, and the recordings of these events in the information
system. In figure 7, the graphical representation of an application model recording history is given.
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Figure 7: Application Model History (AMH) transitions on the recording level
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Example 3.2 In our Dutch Scholarship Information System update requests are processed at the end of
every month. The recordings of the two events e1 and e2 are formulated in a language based on our
framework for update.
• RECORD e1(BIRTH(‘Jim’ living-at ’Independent’) AT 01/01/90) AT 31/01/90
• RECORD e2(BIRTH(‘Jim’ having-earnings ‘300’) AT 01/01/91) AT 31/01/91
The application model recording history resulting from these recordings is obtained by further substituting
T1=31/01/90 and T2=31/01/91 in figure 7. This results in an application model recording history for our
example, which is represented in figure 8.
AM History0

AM History1
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-
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e2
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at 01/01/90

at 01/01/91

Figure 8: Application Model Recording History for our example

3.3 The correction level
In the process of recording events, mistakes can be made. By validation it may appear that information
about events in the organisation which have been recorded in the information system are empirically wrong.
To perform corrections, an operation has to be introduced which makes it possible to go back in a sequence
of successive recordings. This operation is called the roll-back operation.
In all cases which need a correction, ie. the mapping between organisation system and information
system is not isomorphic, a roll-back should take place to the latest application model history which is
correct. A replacement, removal, and insertion of a recording of an event require a roll-back to the appropriate application model history in the application model recording history of the information system.
After performing the appropriate roll-back, all correct (rolled-back) events have to be re-recorded. In the
case of a replacement and an insertion, the first event recorded after the roll-back is the replacing event, and
the event to be inserted, respectively. In figure 9, the performance of a correction by means of a roll-back
is represented.
A sequence of successive recordings, i.e. an application model recording history, can be seen as the
belief of the world (organisation) by the information system. A correction of this belief of the world is
performed by means of a roll-back, causing a transition of the current application model recording history
in the information system. A sequence of these application model recording history transitions due to rollbacks is called the application model evolution which is said to take place on the correction level. In the
same way corrections requiring the removal or insertion of a recording of an event can be represented. In
[FOP92a] more examples are given and elaborated.
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Figure 9: Application Model recording History (AMRH) transition on the correction level
Example 3.3 Suppose in our running example that at 31/01/92, it is detected that Jim did not live independently when he became student at 01/01/90, but that he still lived with his parents. The update request
for correcting this mistake is formulated as follows:
• CORRECT RECORD e1(BIRTH(‘Jim’ living-at ’Independent’) AT 01/01/90)
BY RECORD e10 (BIRTH(‘Jim’ living-at ’Parents’) AT 01/01/90) AT 31/01/92
This correction is obtained from figure 9 by extending the substitutions of the previous figures with:
• T3=T4=T5=31/01/92 and
• AMS01 = AMS0 ∪ FACT(‘Jim’ living-at ‘Parents’)
∪ FACT(‘Jim’ getting-scholarship 300)
• AMS02 = AMS01 ∪ FACT(‘Jim’ having-earnings 300)
− FACT(‘Jim’ getting-scholarship 300)
∪ FACT(‘Jim’ getting-scholarship 225)
Note that this example shows that it is really important to roll-back the system to the latest correct state and
to perform the re-recordings of events afterwards. It is insufficient just to correct the latest state. Suppose
that we only replaced the FACT(‘Jim’ living-at ‘Independent’) by FACT(‘Jim’ living-at ‘Parents’) in the
latest application model state (AMS2 ), it would have cost the Dutch government a lot of money, because of
the fact that Jim would still have received a scholarship of 325 instead of the correct 225. The resulting
application model evolution for our running example is represented in figure 10.
This concludes the explanation of the conceptual framework for update in evolving information systems. It should be noted that the complete framework has been formalised ([FOP92b]). On the basis of this
formalisation a prototype of a generalised EIS-shell is being implemented.
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Figure 10: Application Model Evolution for our example
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4 Schema Evolution in Evolving Information Systems
The framework for update in evolving information systems does not yet take the evolution of schemas into
consideration. Nevertheless, in [PW93], [PW95], [Pro94], a formal discussion of this topic is provided.
In this article we will only provide an example of schema evolution. It should be noted, however, that the
framework for update is applicable for updates of any part of the application model. An event can be any
change of state of the application model. That is, an event can also be a change of the schema, or the action
rules in the application model. In the following an example is provided of an evolving application domain,
which involves both changes of the schema, and the action rules.
Consider a rental store for audio records (LP’s). In this store a registration is maintained of the songs
that are recorded on the available LP’s. In order to keep track of the wear and tear of LP’s, the number
of times an LP has been lent, is registered. The information structure and constraints of this universe of
discourse are modelled in figure 11 in the style of ER, according to the conventions of [You89]. Note the
special notation of attributes (Title) using a mark symbol (#) followed by the attribute (# Title).
LP
# Title
# Artist

Q

Q

Q
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Figure 11: The information structure of an LP rental store
An action specification in this example is the rule Init-freq, stating that whenever a new LP is added to
the assortment of the store, it’s lending frequency must be set to 0:
ACTION Init-freq =
WHEN ADD Lp:x DO
ADD Lp:x has Lending-frequency of Frequency:0
After the introduction of the compact disc, and its conquest of a sizeable piece of the market, the rental store
has transformed into an ‘LP and CD rental store’. This leads to the introduction of object type Medium as
a generic term for LP and CD. The relation type Medium-type effectuates the subtyping of Medium into
LP and CD. In the new situation, the registration of songs on LP’s is extended to cover CD’s as well. The
frequency of lending, however, is not kept for CD’s, as CD’s are hardly subject to any wear and tear. As a
consequence, the application model has evolved to figure 12.
The action specification Init-freq evolves accordingly, now stating that whenever a medium is added to
the assortment of the rental store, it’s lending frequency is set to 0 provided the medium is an LP:
ACTION Init-freq =
WHEN ADD Medium:x DO
IF Lp:x THEN
ADD Lp:x has Lending-frequency of Frequency:0
After some years, the CD’s have become more popular than LP’s. Consequently, the rental store has
decided to stop renting LP’s and to become a CD rental store. This change in the rental store, leads to the
information structure as depicted in figure 13. As a result of this evolution step, the action specification
Init-freq can be deleted, since the lending frequency of CD’s is not recorded anymore.
The three ER schemata, and the associated action specifications, as discussed above, correspond to three
distinct snapshots of an evolving universe of discourse. Several approaches can be taken to the modelling
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Figure 12: The information structure of a LP and CD rental store
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Figure 13: The information structure of a CD rental store
of this evolution (see for a more elaborate discussion [PW93]). We consider evolution, or rather the time
axis, of an application model as a separate concept. The evolution of distinct application model elements
is maintained, thus keeping track of the evolution of individual object types, instances, methods, etc. This
approach enables one to state well formedness rules about, and query, the evolution of distinct application
model elements. Furthermore, a snapshot view showing the distinct versions of the application models in
the course of time, can be derived by constituting the application model version of any point of time from
the current versions of its components.

5 Conclusion
To meet the demands of organisations and their ever changing environment, this paper presented the requirements and a conceptual framework for evolving information systems. An architecture was presented
which divided the processing model in an application-independent and time-invariant part, the meta model,
and a part which is application-dependent and/or time- variant, the application model. Another subdivision was made into a world model, activity model and behaviour model. Unlike traditional information
systems, evolving information systems allow update of all application dependent aspects, ie. the complete
application model, without the need to interrupt the processes in the organisation.
In order to handle temporal and evolutionary aspects in an evolving information system, we revised the
traditional notion of update, resulting in the triple: recording, correction and forgetting. With this notion of
update, we required the meta model to provide concepts and axioms supporting the update of all constituent
parts of the application model. Furthermore, we required an evolving information system not to forget any
aspect ever fed to the system, unless explicitly asked for. The notion of updating the application model was
clarified by introducing a state-transition-oriented model distinguishing three levels of abstraction (event,
recording and correction level). This framework was illustrated by a concrete example. The conceptual
framework proposed in this paper is the basis of a meta model for update in a generalized evolving information system. In this meta-modelling process, further work is being done. This work involves the
13

formalization of the meta model ([FOP92b], [PW93]), and the design of a language for manipulating and
specifying application models. Furthermore, a (prototype) information system shell based on that meta
model and that language is being implemented, and a design method is developed for the process of building up and maintaining an application model of an evolving information system based on the presented
evolving information systems approach.
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